
SeyWave® Wireless System
Wireless safety and activation devices for industrial doors and gates. 

BTR’s proprietary SeyWave® Wireless Technology provides fast, reliable communication for industrial doors 
and gates. It ensures ultra-low power consumption for extended battery life and long-range, even in industrial 
environments. SeyWave® Wireless technology is offered in many safety and activation products and can be 
easily connected directly to BTR’s DGII® or DG-MINI® controllers, or retrofitted to existing equipment by 
adding a SeyWave® Host.

All remote devices are AA battery-operated with up to a 10-year battery life. A low battery indicator from the remote devices helps 
maintain system functionality.

Setup is extremely easy. Pairing requires only the push of a button. Multiple installations within the same area can coexist without 
interference. 
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Visit www.btrcontrols.com for additional information about the SeyWave® Wireless Safety System and BTR Controls’ full line of products and services.

EASY INSTALLATION AND USE

DURABLE DESIGN 

Battery level is continuously monitored for immediate feedback. All 
communiucation between devices is two-way and acknowledged, 
ensuring a dependable connection for maximum safety.

The electronics and battery are housed in a durable package that offers maximum environmental and physical protection to 
withstand the harsh environments typically found in industrial facilities. 

The SeyWave® Wireless System includes:

External Host Pull Cord StationPalm Button StationPush Button Station

+         +                         +

The SeyWave® Wireless System is designed as an FCC-listed transceiver that can be used in any 
application. Pair any door control with a SeyWave® External Host or Remote Host and multiple 

safety and access control devices to create your own custom solution. 

ENHANCES SAFETY

TROUBLE-FREE MAINTENANCE

Discover the BTR Advantage
 › Custom engineered solutions
 › Specialized manufacturing services
 › Universally compatible
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SeyWave® Wireless Solutions
Multiple wireless solutions to fit your specific requirements

Visit www.btrcontrols.com for additional information about the SeyWave® Wireless Safety System and BTR Controls’ full line of products and services.

Discover the BTR Advantage
 › Custom engineered solutions
 › Specialized manufacturing services
 › Universally compatible

Solution 3:  Wirelessly connect your safety device to any existing controller
                   by adding a Seywave® Remote Host.

SeyWave® Remote Host 

(reliable 2-way communication)

Any 
door 

controller

Solution 2:  Wirelessly connect multiple safety and actvation devices to any 
                   existing controller by adding a SeyWave® External Host.

SeyWave® External Host  (6 outputs) 

Any 
door 

controller

Solution 1:  Wirelessly connect a complex array of safety and actvation devices 
                   using a BTR Door Controller.

SeyWave® Internal Host  (built into BTRs DGII® & DG-Mini®)


